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Volunteered top reasons for having attended NDSU emphasize its 
location, its academic standing, and its reputation in general

59%
25%

9%
8%
8%

6%
6%
5%

47%
24%

9%
36%

13%
6%
6%
5%

25%
8%
7%

5%
21%

16%

LOCATION (NET)
Close to home / family / able to visit

Like the campus / good layout
Wanted to get away from home

Location in general / like the area
Wanted to attend school in-state

Grew up in Fargo / hometown / familiar
Like Fargo / social activities

COURSES / DEGREES AVAILABLE (NET)
They had the program / major I wanted

Good engineering program
REPUTATION / RECOMMENDATIONS (NET)

Good school / good reputation / best school around
Parents / relatives attended / family tradition

Always liked NDSU
High standard of education / accreditation

SOCIAL / CAMPUS LIFE (NET)
Friends were going to NDSU

Athletics / played sports / good teams
Good atmosphere / like the people

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS (NET)
Affordable / low tuition

Q1. What are the main reasons you chose to attend NDSU? 

Responses 
volunteered by 

5% or more
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Overwhelmingly, non-returning students say that they would still recommend 
NDSU to a friend – including nearly 2-in-5 who would ‘definitely’ recommend it

38%

44%

9%

3% 6%

Definitely 
recommend

Probably 
not

Probably 
recommend

Q2. How likely is it that you would recommend NDSU to a friend?  

Definitely 
not

38%

35%

40%

36%

40%

37%

32%

42%

44%

43%

45%

45%

44%

39%

54%

41%

12%

20%

14%

18%

15%

23%

12%

16%

All Students

Currently enrolled
elsewhere

Not presently enrolled

Left in good standing

Left in bad standing

NDSU GPA 3.0 to 4.0

NDSU GPA 2.0 to 2.9

NDSU GPA under 2.0

Def. Recommend Probably
Not RecommendDefinitely / 

Probably
82%

82%

78%

85%

81%

84%

76%

86%

83%

Def / Prob.
Recomm.



Reasons for Leaving NDSU
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Students’ volunteered reasons for not returning to NDSU 
focus on academics and personal issues in general

54%
14%

34%
11%

8%
7%
5%
5%

17%
9%

5%
41%

11%
10%
8%

6%
20%

5%
19%

15%
5%

ACADEMIC REASONS (NET)
Changed major / career path

Subnet: Academic Reasons for Leaving NDSU
Was not doing well / failing / academic probation

Did not like my classes / was not learning
Class sizes too big / hard to get used to big school

Faculty / advisors unhelpful
Didn’t meet requirements for desired program / graduating

Subnet: Academic Reasons for Choosing New School
Other school better for desired program / career

Graduate / finish sooner
PERSONAL ISSUES / REASONS (NET)

Personal reasons / needed a break / change
Work / job conflicts / started a business

Family issues / marriage
Wasn’t ready to be in school / 4-year university

LOCATION
Wanted to be closer to home and family

TOO EXPENSIVE / COULDN'T AFFORD IT
OTHER COMMENTS (NET)

Didn’t like the atmosphere / people

Q2a. What were the main reasons you chose to leave NDSU? 

Responses 
volunteered by 

5% or more
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Academic Reasons Personal Reasons OtherCostLocation

Q2a. What were the main reasons you chose to leave NDSU?  
FIRST VOLUNTEERED COMMENT ONLY 

43% 31% 12% 10% 4%

11%  Changed major
11%  Not doing well in school
7%  Current school is better
5%  Class sizes too big
4%  Didn’t like my classes
2%  Faculty unhelpful
2%  Couldn’t pick major

7%  Work / job conflicts
7%  Personal issues
6%  Family / got married
5%  Wasn’t ready for school 

/ unfocused
2%  Medical issues

Students’ single top volunteered reason for not returning to 
NDSU focuses primarily on academics and various personal issues
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Examples of verbatim responses from students 
who left NDSU for academic reasons

I didn't know what I wanted
to go to school for. I 

changed my major three 
times.

Faculty were completely 
unhelpful.  They were actually 

very rude at many points.

They don't give out the help that 
pretty much all other colleges do. I 

was taking classes at a 2-year 
college in the same town and the 
amount of help I received there 

was completely different.

For me personally the 
class sizes were too big. I 

can learn better at a 
smaller college or 

university. I prefer feeling 
like a person not a 

number.

Why did 
you leave 
NDSU?
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Examples of verbatim responses from students 
who left NDSU for personal reasons

My family back home. […] 
There wasn't much to do on 

campus. I drove home just 
about every weekend.

During my freshman year I 
had a mental illness thing.  I 

was diagnosed with 
depression and I thought it 

would be best to take a break 
and really deal with it.

Working became a 
priority instead of study

I became unsure about 
what I wanted to do.  I 

became indecisive and had 
to take some time off to 

figure it out.

Why did 
you leave 
NDSU?

For personal reasons, I 
didn't feel I was taking 

school seriously.  
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A ‘word cloud’ representation of the most common words used 
by students to explain why they did not return to NDSU

Q2a. What were the main reasons you chose to leave NDSU? 
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While 2-in-5 students volunteer that there was nothing NDSU could have done 
to keep them from leaving, others volunteer improvements related to class 
sizes and teaching effectiveness followed by advising and support services  

40%
15%
14%
14%

35%
24%

12%
16%

5%
5%

20%
8%
6%

18%
5%
5%
4%
4%
4%

13%
6%

PROBLEM WASN'T NDSU (NET)
Wasn't NDSU's fault
Satisfied with NDSU

Nothing NDSU could have done better
FACULTY / COURSEWORK / CURRICULUM (NET)

Subnet: COURSE OFFERINGS
Smaller classes / study groups for large classes

Subnet: FACULTY
Faculty more qualified / committed to teaching

More personal interaction with professors
SUPPORT / RESOURCES (NET)

More personal attention / treat as persons not numbers
More financial aid / make it more affordable / lower tuition

ADVISING / COMMUNICATION (NET)
Advising more focused on student’s needs

Better academic advisors in general
Better communication with advisors

More competent advisors / they need to know the curriculum
Advising more focused on career needs / not just degree

SOCIAL / CAMPUS LIFE (NET)
More social opportunities / student interaction

Q9/11. Thinking back, what could NDSU have done better for you? 

Responses 
volunteered 

by 4% 
or more

Single Top
Comment

38%

26%

12%

11%

8%



Impressions of NDSU 
Across Key Dimensions
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A majority of students rate NDSU ‘excellent or good’ on all 14 dimensions tested, though 
at least 1/3rd give lower ratings on interactions with professors, advising, and class size

36%
38%
38%

29%
26%
26%

20%
21%
26%

22%
23%

18%
29%

21%

47%
39%

38%
50%

40%
45%

51%
47%
40%
44%

37%
40%

27%
33%

14%

12%
17%
18%

24%
20%
22%
25%

24%
25%

25%
29%

12%
17%

10%
6%
5%

11%
9%

10%
11%

9%
5%

23%
24%

NDSU overall as a place to go to college

Social life on campus

Fargo overall as a place to go to college

Course availability and options

Professors and course instructors

Academic updates for your classes

Classroom teaching and instruction

Coursework for intellectual questioning

Opportunities to interact with professors

Academic and coursework advising

Career advising and guidance

Class sizes

Your roommates

Dorm life on campus

Excellent Good Fair Not so good/Poor Unsure

Q3. Next, I’m going to ask you to rate several aspects of life at NDSU.  For each 
one, please rate your experience with it as excellent, good, fair, not so good, or poor. 

83%

Ex+
Good

77%

76%
79%
66%

71%

68%

66%

66%
60%

58%

56%

54%

71%

16%

16%

23%
21%
35%

30%

30%

35%

34%
35%

40%

21%

22%

28%

Fair-
Poor
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Factors associated with positive perceptions of NDSU
Rating NDSU overall as a place to go to college

Fargo overall as a place to go to college 
(38% excellent, 6% not so good or poor; standardized beta = .20)

Coursework encourages intellectual questioning and curiosity 
(21% excellent, 5% not so good or poor, standardized beta = .19)

Academic and coursework advising 
(22% excellent, 9% not so good or poor, standardized beta = .18)

Classroom teaching and instruction 
(20% excellent, 6% not so good or poor, standardized beta = .16)

Opportunities to interact with professors and course 
instructors 
(26% excellent, 11% not so good or poor, standardized beta = .12)

Social life on campus 
(38% excellent, 4% not so good or poor, standardized beta = .12)

Linear regression model (R2=.48, n=401, df=394) controlling for 
standing (p=ns) and re-enrollment (standardized beta= -.08, p=.04).

• These regression 
findings suggest that 
perceptions of Fargo 
and social life on 
campus help foster 
positive perceptions of 
NDSU among non-
returning students.  

• The effects of 
coursework, advising, 
and teaching are 
significant but a little 
weaker.  

• Note that the 
academic standing of 
non-returning students 
is not associated with 
ratings of NDSU.

Regression analysis reveals the importance of students’ perceptions of 
Fargo and campus social life on overall ratings of NDSU
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29%

22%

19%

18%

17%

10%

9%

10%

9%

6%

10%

26%

20%

20%

19%

15%

24%

16%

14%

13%

15%

9%

11%

23%

12%

15%

16%

22%

18%

10%

21%

20%

9%

34%

36%

48%

46%

49%

44%

56%

63%

54%

59%

71%

I had a professor with an accent so strong that I had
trouble learning

Class sizes were too big

Personal / family situations made hard to study

Treated like a number, not like a person

Did not have as much financial aid as needed

Professors smart, but not good at teaching

Had trouble adjusting to college life

I was homesick

The quality of academic advising was poor

Professors / instructors didn't care about me

NDSU just turned out to be too far from home

Comp / Mostly Agree Smwht Agree Smwht Disagr. Comp / Mostly Disagree

Only 6 of the 21 concerns about NDSU tested resonate 
with 1/3rd or more of non-returning students (1st of 2 slides)

55%

42%

39%

37%

32%

34%

25%

24%

22%

21%

19%

Agree
Dis-

agree

45%

59%

60%

61%

65%

66%

74%

73%

75%

79%

80%

Q10. I’m going to read you some statements that may or may not apply to your experience at 
NDSU. Please tell me how much you agree or disagree with each statement about NDSU.
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Subgroups analysis of the top 6 top testing concerns about NDSU

29%

22%

19%

18%

17%

10%

26%

20%

20%

19%

15%

24%

I had a professor with an
accent so strong that I had

trouble learning

Class sizes were too big

I had personal or family
situations that made it hard for

me to study

I was treated like a number at
NDSU, not like a person

I did not have as much financial
aid as I needed

The professors were smart but
just not good at teaching or

helping us learn

Studied Science/Math/Engineering
Men
GPA < 2.0

Left for academic reasons
Felt like treated like a number at NDSU

Non-white
Left NDSU in bad academic standing
Left as Junior/Senior
Didn’t have enough financial aid
Visited with professors less often
Left NDSU for academic reasons
Class sizes too big
Women
Non-white
Left NDSU for financial reasons
GPA < 2.0

Non-white
Left NDSU for academic reasons
Left in good standing & enrolled elsewhere

Slightly more likely to be:%  Agree 
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3%

6%

8%

3%

8%

4%

8%

17%

12%

11%

13%

9%

11%

6%

8%

7%

6%

17%

30%

25%

17%

22%

8%

18%

6%

18%

19%

20%

50%

56%

64%

61%

57%

66%

79%

69%

68%

71%

My coursework was too difficult

Professors were not accessible or available

Teaching is NOT the top priority for professors

Teaching quality was poor

I did not get along with my roommates

NDSU did not match up to what they promised

NDSU did NOT have the major I wanted

Not enough social options and activities

Support services were not available to help me
with personal challenges

Support services were not available to help me
with academic challenges

Comp / Mostly Agree Smwht Agree Smwht Disagr. Comp / Mostly Disagree

20%

18%

19%

16%

17%

15%

14%

11%

9%

7%

80%

81%

81%

83%

65%

84%

85%

87%

87%

91%

Sizable majorities of non-returning students reject 15 of the 21 
concerns about NDSU tested (2nd of 2 slides)

Agree
Dis-

agree
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Negative Attitudes that Appear to be Particularly ImportantWhen non-returning students 
have the following negative attitudes ...

... it may result in weaker ratings and a 
less positive impression of NDSU overall

• Teaching quality was poor.
• NDSU did not match up to what they promised

Coursework that encourages intellectual 
questioning and curiosity 

• The quality of academic advising was poor.
• I was treated like a number at NDSU, not a person.
• NDSU did not match up to what they promised.

Academic and coursework advising 

• Teaching quality was poor.
• I was treated like a number at NDSU, not a person. Classroom teaching and instruction 

• I was treated like a number at NDSU, not a person.
• Professors were not accessible or available for me.
• Class sizes were too big.

Opportunities to interact with professors 
and course instructors 

Linear regression models with the attitudes regressed on the ratings.  The models excluded attitudinal statements 
asked of a partial sample.  Attitudes associated with the ratings at p =.01 or p > .01 were retained in the models.

Linear regression models suggest that specific concerns can have a 
disproportionate effect on broad evaluations of academics at NDSU
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Negative Attitudes that Appear to be Particularly ImportantWhen non-returning students 
have the following negative attitudes ...

... it may result in weaker ratings and a 
less positive impression of NDSU overall

• Teaching quality was poor.
• NDSU did not match up to what they promised

Coursework that encourages intellectual 
questioning and curiosity 

• The quality of academic advising was poor.
• I was treated like a number at NDSU, not a person.
• NDSU did not match up to what they promised.

Academic and coursework advising 

• Teaching quality was poor.
• I was treated like a number at NDSU, not a person. Classroom teaching and instruction 

• I was treated like a number at NDSU, not a person.
• Professors were not accessible or available for me.
• Class sizes were too big.

Opportunities to interact with professors 
and course instructors 

Linear regression models with the attitudes regressed on the ratings.  The models excluded attitudinal statements 
asked of a partial sample.  Attitudes associated with the ratings at p =.01 or p > .01 were retained in the models.

 38% agree with the statement, “I was treated like a number at NDSU, not a person.”  
 This feeling appears to be particularly powerful.    It is negatively associated with 

ratings of advising, teaching, and interaction with professors at NDSU and indirectly 
impacts their overall view of NDSU. 

 (In other words, the more a student feels he/she is being treated like a number, the 
more likely he/she agrees with critical statements about advising, teaching and 
interaction with professors at NDSU).

When students perceive that they are being treated ‘like a number’ 
they are more likely to be critical of NDSU across key dimensions



Perceptions of Teaching at NDSU
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Non-returning students remain overwhelmingly positive 
about their professors and course instructors at NDSU

24%

52%

20%

4%
ExcellentFair

Good

Q4. How would you rate your professors and course instructors at NDSU?

Not so 
good / Poor 24%

24%

25%

24%

25%

22%

24%

24%

52%

52%

52%

56%

47%

55%

53%

49%

24%

24%

23%

20%

27%

23%

22%

27%

All Students

Currently enrolled
elsewhere

Not presently enrolled

Left in good standing

Left in bad standing

NDSU GPA 3.0 to 4.0

NDSU GPA 2.0 to 2.9

NDSU GPA under 2.0

Excellent Good Fair-to-PoorExcellent
+ Good
76%

76%

76%

77%

80%

72%

77%

77%

73%

Ex+
Good
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Most students recall interacting with professors outside of class at NDSU –
and those who did most often are slightly more positive about their professors

11%

21%

19%18%

27% 1-3 times

4-6 times

Q5. And during your time at NDSU, approximately how many times during your last 
one or two semesters did you interact with professors or course instructors 
outside of class regarding coursework, research, or other special projects? 

Zero

7-10 times

11+ times

Rate NDSU Professors: 
18% Excellent / 75% Ex + Good

Rate Professors: 
21% Excellent / 
70% Ex + Good

Rate Professors: 
21% Excellent / 79% Ex + Good

Rate Professors: 
24% Excellent / 
83% Ex + Good

Rate Professors: 
32% Excellent / 
76% Ex + Good
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Volunteered concerns about teaching at NDSU asked among 
the 24% who rate their NDSU professors as fair, not so good or poor

64%
27%

14%
10%
9%
7%
6%

5%
5%
5%
5%

43%
24%

17%
7%

25%
20%

10%
24%

16%
18%

7%
5%
5%

TEACHING ISSUES (NET)
Teaching only by lecture / PowerPoint / robotic

Did not care about teaching / classes not their priority
Lacked ability to teach / qualified in subject but poor teaching

Did not care if students pass or fail
Not encouraging students to think / participate

Incompetent / not well educated in the subjects taught
Not enough homework / study materials

Too much online assignments / homework
Wasted time off-topic / focus on unnecessary details

Going too fast / lacked patience
NOT AVAILABLE / NOT RESPONSIVE (NET)

Unavailable / didn’t make time for students / office hours
Couldn’t get my questions answered / lacked one-on-one time

Slow turnaround on grades / progress reporting
ACCENTS / COMMUNICATION ISSUES (NET)

Did not speak English well / strong foreign accent
Unable to communicate well

DIDN’T CARE ABOUT STUDENTS / INFLEXIBLE (NET) 
Impersonal / didn’t care about students / forming relationships

VOLUNTEERED WAYS TO IMPROVE TEACHING (NET)
Extra help / resources / tutoring available

Smaller classes / more personable / know student names
Better academic advising / work with individual students more

Q4a. What doubts, concerns, or frustrations did you have about your professors and course instructors at NDSU?

Responses 
volunteered by 

5% or more
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53%
21%

12%
9%
9%
9%
7%

46%
26%

11%
8%

7%
7%

41%
25%

13%
7%

27%
9%

9%
8%

19%
17%

TEACHING / COURSE MANAGEMENT (NET)
Good lecturers / made it interesting

Good teaching in general / liked being teachers
Motivating students / encouraging participation
Worked to make classes interesting / relevant

Allowed questions in class
Good study materials / homework / hands-on work

AVAILABLE / RESPONSIVE (NET)
Being available outside of class / flexible office hours

Provided clear expectations / syllabus
Keeping students updated on grades / progress

Good communication in general
Responsive / multiple ways to be contacted

ACADEMIC SUPPORT (NET)
Explaining things / not just presenting

Gave extra help / noticed if students fell behind
Tutoring / extra resources available

GOT TO KNOW / CARE ABOUT STUDENTS (NET)
Personable / friendly / know students names

Personal interaction with students
Cared whether students pass

KNOWLEDGEABLE (NET)
Knowledgeable / understanding the material / subject

Q4b. What did your professors and course instructors do well at NDSU? 

Responses 
volunteered by 

7% or more

Volunteered examples of what NDSU professors do well 
among the 76% who rate their NDSU professors as excellent or good



Perceptions of Advising 
and Support Services at NDSU
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41%

42%

15%

3%
Somewhat 
dissatisfied

41%

50%

40%

22%

46%

35%

32%

43%

46%

47%

42%

38%

41%

50%

39%

44%

48%

41%

35%

39%

18%

12%

19%

28%

15%

21%

20%

16%

19%

14%

All Students

4+ Advisor visits

2-3 Advisor visits

0-1 Advisor visits

Left in good standing

Left in bad standing

Science / Math /
Engineering

Arts & Humanities /
Human Devel. & Ed.

Pharmacy / Ag / Food

Business / Univ. Studies

Very satisfied Somewhat Dissatisfied

Q7b. And how satisfied were you with your academic advising visits in your last one or two 
semesters at NDSU?   [Asked among the 91% of students who recalled visiting an advisor]

Students report basic satisfaction with advising 
at NDSU across key subgroups

Very 
satisfied

Somewhat 
satisfied

Very 
dissatisfied
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Nearly all students recall visiting an academic advisor at NDSU. 
Those who went more often were most satisfied with their advising.  

8% 14%

29%16%

17%

15%
Once

Twice

Q6. How many times did you visit an academic advisor 
during your last one or two semesters at NDSU? 

Zero

3 times

6 times 
or more

4-5 times

Advisor Satisfaction at NDSU: 
22% Very / 72% Very+Smwht

Advisor Satisfaction: 
39% Very / 

83% Very+Smwht
Advisor Satisfaction: 

43% Very / 
80% Very+Smwht

Advisor Satisfaction: 
41% Very / 

87% Very+Smwht

Advisor Satisfaction: 
60% Very / 90% Very+Smwht
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55%
22%

20%
12%

7%
6%
4%

54%
30%

24%
5%

4%
21%

12%
6%

4%
20%

7%
7%
6%

BROAD PLANNING / GOALS  / REQUIREMENTS (NET)
Guidance on requirements for graduation / degree

Planning course of study / academic goals
Advice about majors / switching

Planning for the future / grad school
Advice on career opportunities

Advice on getting into the program I wanted
SPECIFIC CLASSES / SCHEDULING  (NET)

Setting up class schedule for the semester / signing up online
What classes to take / changing classes

Making sure schedule was balanced / not all hard classes
Required to meet with advisor / registering for classes

ACADEMIC PROGRESS / UPDATES (NET)
Grade update / progress report

Seeking help / resources for learning problems / coursework
Advice on improving grades

GENERAL ADVISING / INFORMATION (NET)
Looking for guidance in general

Clarifying timelines / deadline
Options for taking time out / transferring

Q7a. What were you hoping to address or accomplish when you visited your academic advisor? 

Responses 
volunteered by 

4% or more

Volunteered reasons for visiting an advisor among 
the 91% who recall visiting an advisor at NDSU
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Concerns about advising at NDSU are not immediately top-of-mind for non-
returning students, but they tend to come up after only minimal prompting

1. In the initial open-ended question about reasons for 
leaving NDSU, less than 1% of non-returning students 
volunteer reasons related to advising or support services.

2. Nevertheless, after hearing questions that mention 
advising, about a quarter of non-returning students 
volunteer that NDSU could have done more around 
advising and support services to keep them from leaving.  

3. The take-away is that while advising is not students’ 
number-one, top-of-mind reason for leaving NDSU, it is a 
factor that comes up when prompted and should be 
addressed on campus.
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58%
45%

37%

16% 12%

Most students report taking advantage of the support services 
at NDSU – particularly tutoring, writing, and career services

Q8. Next, I’m going to read you five support services available for students at NDSU.  
Please tell me which ones you visited at least once while you were at NDSU.

Ace Tutoring 
Services located in 
West Dining Center

The Career 
Center

The Center for 
Writers located 

in the library

Other 
on-campus 

tutoring 
services

TRIO Student 
Support 
Services

% of non-returning students who visited:
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58%
45%

37%

16% 12%

Most students report taking advantage of the support services 
at NDSU – particularly tutoring, writing, and career services

Q8. Next, I’m going to read you five support services available for students at NDSU.  
Please tell me which ones you visited at least once while you were at NDSU.

Slightly more likely 
Freshmen and 

Sophomores and 
had GPA < 3.0

Slightly more likely 
left NDSU in bad 

academic standing 
and had GPA < 2.0

In general, students 
who met with advisors 
more often were also 

more likely to use these 
support services

Ace Tutoring 
Services located in 
West Dining Center

The Career 
Center

The Center for 
Writers located 

in the library

Other 
on-campus 

tutoring 
services

TRIO Student 
Support 
Services
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42%
49%

10%
Dissatt.

Q8a/b/c. And how satisfied were you with [read name] – very satisfied, somewhat satisfied, 
somewhat dissatisfied, or very dissatisfied?   [Asked among those who used each service]

Among users, satisfaction is highest with the Center for Writers.  
Satisfaction with Ace and other tutoring services is less pronounced.

Very 
satisfiedSomewhat 

satisfied

Ace Tutoring 
Services

40%

57%

2%
Disatt.

Very 
satisfied

Somewhat 
satisfied

Other on-campus 
tutoring services

57%38%

5%

Dissatt.

Very 
satisfied

Somewhat 
satisfied

The Center for 
Writers

Asked among 
the 58% who 

used the service

Asked among 
the 16% who 

used the service

Asked among 
the 37% who 

used the service



Perceptions of Current School
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Just under half of non-returning students report being 
currently enrolled at another school

30%

13%

5%

52%
48% 

Enrolled

B. Are you currently enrolled and attending classes at a 2 or 4-year 
college or university, or a trade school or technical program?  

Not enrolled 
at college / 
university

Enrolled at 
4-year college 
or university

Enrolled at 
2-year college / 

community college

Enrolled at trade school
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The top volunteered appeals of students’ new schools include 
smaller class sizes and teaching, followed by proximity to home

62%
27%

21%
7%
6%
5%
5%

40%
16%

11%
10%

36%
22%

9%
30%

9%
7%

5%
5%

24%
13%

7%

CLASS SIZE / DEGREE OPTIONS (NET)
Classes are a good size / small classes
They had the program / major I wanted

Program can be completed at student’s pace
More course options / diversity of classes

Coursework is done online
Courses more specific to major / fewer general classes
SMALLER SCHOOL / PROFESSORS / REPUTATION

Wanted to attend a smaller school
Professors are committed / good teachers

More personable / caring / know student names
LOCATION / CLOSER TO HOME (NET)

Close to home / family / able to visit
Location in general / like the area
SOCIAL / CAMPUS LIFE (NET)

Good atmosphere / like the people
Like the campus / good layout

Like the community / social activities
Friends were going

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS (NET)
Affordable / low tuition

Options for part-time work while in school

Q11b. What appealed to you about your new school?  
[Asked among the 48% who are currently enrolled at a different school]

Responses 
volunteered by 

5% or more
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While a plurality of students enrolled elsewhere say their new professors 
are ‘better’ than at NDSU, a significant 2/5th say they are the same

9%

39%

4%

48%

Professors 
WORSE at 
current 
school

Unsure

Professors 
ABOUT THE SAME 
at current school

Q12. Thinking about the professors and course instructors at your new school,
are they better than those at NDSU, worse, or about the same? 

[Asked among the 48% who are currently enrolled at a different school]

Professors 
BETTER at 

current school
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53%
25%

17%
13%

6%
53%

20%
13%

12%
9%

39%
31%

39%
13%

11%
9%
8%
8%

6%
15%

12%
15%

12%

MORE PERSONAL / CARE ABOUT STUDENTS (NET)
Personable / friendly / know students names

Personal interaction with students
Cared about students

Inclusive of all students / no favoritism
AVAILABLE / RESPONSIVE / GOOD COMMUNICATION

Being available outside of class / flexible office hours
Responsive / multiple ways to be contacted

Keeping students updated on grades / progress
Good communication in general

SMALLER CLASSES / COURSE MANAGEMENT (NET)
Smaller class sizes / more one-on-one

GOOD TEACHING (NET)
Motivate students / encourage participation

Relate topics to real life
Explaining things / not just presenting
Allow questions / discussions in class

Good lecturers / make it interesting
Good teaching in general / liked being teachers

SUPPORT FOR ACADEMIC CHALLENGES (NET)
Gave extra help / noticed if students fell behind

EXPERTISE / KNOWLEDGE (NET)
Knowledgeable / understand the material / subject

Q12a. How are the professors and course instructors at your new school better than at NDSU? 
[Asked among the 48% who are currently enrolled at a different school]

Responses 
volunteered by 

6% or more

Students volunteer that professors at their new schools offer more 
personal attention and greater availability than professors at NDSU
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11%

39%

6%

44%

Advisors 
WORSE at 
current 
school

Advisors 
ABOUT THE SAME 
at current school

Q13. And thinking about the academic advisors at your new school,
are they better than those at NDSU, worse, or about the same?

[Asked among the 48% who are currently enrolled at a different school]

Advisors 
BETTER at 

current school

Students enrolled at other schools are split on whether 
their new advisors are better or the same as at NDSU

Unsure
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60%
22%

20%
9%
9%
8%

53%
25%
24%

14%
12%

9%
7%

46%
20%

15%
9%
8%

21%
9%

6%
6%

MORE PERSONAL / CARING (NET)
Work with fewer students / can spend more one-on-one time

More personal / really know who you are
More encouraging / want to help students succeed

Understand student’s strengths and weaknesses
Care about students

KNOWLEDGEABLE / EFFECTIVE (NET)
More helpful at setting up schedule / options

Knowledgeable about degree program / profession
Give better direction / information to make decisions

Keeping informed on student grades / progress
They know what they are doing

Recommend what’s best for student / not just required
COMMUNICATION (NET)

Keep in touch regularly / spend more time with you
Available / easy to get hold of / flexible scheduling

Easier to talk to / they listen
Responsive / answer quickly

ADVISOR SYSTEM WORKS (NET)
Advisors are teachers / course instructors

Stay with same advisor throughout
More than one advisor / get different opinion

Q13a. How are the advisors at your new school better than at NDSU?
[Asked among the 48% who are currently enrolled at a different school]

Responses 
volunteered by 

6% or more

Students volunteer that advisors at their new schools offer more personalized 
attention and are more knowledgeable and effective than advisors at NDSU
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Field office calling statistics

Total non-returning students on file: 3,463
Total phone numbers on file: 6,158
Average number of phone numbers per student on file 1.8

Average number of call attempts per student on file 3.7
Total number of call attempts 12,980

Completed interviews 402
Completes on cell phones 316
Completes on home phones / landlines 86

Cooperation rate 50%


